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"We shall all, in the
end, be led to where
we belong. We shall
all, in the end, find
our way home. In a
time of war, a
mysterious child
appears at the
monastery of the
Order of the
Chronicles of
Sorrowing. Gentle
Brother Edik finds
the girl, Beatryce,
curled in a stall,
wracked with fever,
coated in dirt and
blood, and holding
fast to the ear of
Answelica the goat.
As the monk nurses
Beatryce to health,
he uncovers her
dangerous secret,
one that imperils
them all-for the king
of the land seeks just
such a girl, and
Brother Edik, who
penned the prophecy
himself, knows why.
And so it is that a girl
with a head full of
stories-powerful
tales-within-the-tale
of queens and kings,
mermaids and
wolves-ventures into
a dark wood in
search of the castle
of one who wishes
her dead. But
Beatryce knows that,
should she lose her
way, those who love
her-a wild-eyed
monk, a man who
had once been king,

When one of Pom
Pom's botany
experiments goes
awry on the
International Space
Station, the
CatStronauts must
find a way to tame
the weeds gone
haywire and get back
to Earth without help
from Mission Control.



a boy with a terrible
sword, and a goat
with a head as hard
as stone-will never
give up searching for
her, and to know this
is to know
everything.”

"Three young pandas
set out on separate
journeys to save their
homes and families
in the Bamboo
Kingdom"

What do the villagers
of Animal Crossing:
New Horizons get up
to when you’re not
around? Find out all
about their antics in
this hilarious manga
filled with goofy gags
and silly stories! Plus,
read comics that
highlight each
villager, as well as get
tips and tricks for
playing the game in a
special bonus
section.

"Roommates Skunk
and Badger head out
on a rock-finding
expedition that
becomes much more
dangerous than they
ever expected"

With two all-star
college football
players for brothers
and a former Atlanta
Falcons defensive
lineman for a father,
it is only natural for
sixth-grade
quarterback
Benjamin Redd to
follow in their
footsteps. However,
after his dad receives
a heartbreaking ALS
diagnosis—connecte
d to all those hard
hits and tackles he
took on the
field—Ben’s mom
becomes more
determined than ever
to get Ben to quit
football.



More than a century
later, the Galveston
Hurricane of 1900 is
still America's
deadliest disaster.
Lauren Tarshis's story
of one child surviving
the horrible event
churns with
page-turning action
and bold hope.

A ship. A garden. A
library. A key. In
Kaleidoscope, the
incomparable Brian
Selznick presents the
story of two people
bound to each other
through time and
space, memory and
dreams. At the center
of their relationship
is a mystery about
the nature of grief
and love which will
look di�erent to each
reader.

"Eleven-year-old
Jacques, who must
contend with di�cult
family dynamics and
pressure from an
older boy to help him
commit a crime, is
surprised to discover
that he has much in
common with Kiki,
one of the many new
Somali refugees who
have immigrated to
his Maine town"

California continues
to be ravaged by
devastating wildfires.
Lauren Tarshis's
heart pounding story
tells of two children
who battle the
terrifying flames and
-- despite the
destruction -- find
hope in the ashes.

It's the first day of a
new school year, and
while Mary Anne
doesn't know what to
expect from the
eighth grade, she's
looking forward to
getting back into the
swing of things. One
thing she definitely
doesn't expect is to
meet Logan Bruno,
who just moved to
Stoneybrook!

"Kristy's mom got
remarried and their
family moved to the
ritzy neighborhood
across town. The
other members of
The Baby-sitters Club
think it's a good
opportunity to get
some new business,
but the kids who live
nearby aren't very
friendly. They
criticize Kristy's
clothes and make fun
of the BSC. And,
worst of all, they
laugh at Louie,
Kristy's pet collie,
who's getting old and



not feeling well.
These kids are total
snobs! Kristy's mad
and won't put up with
it much longer. But if
anyone can put the
snobs in their place,
it's The Baby-sitters
Club!"

"With his
zombie-controlling
powers growing
stronger, Jack
Sullivan and his
buddies are
road-tripping toward
the mysterious Tower,
where they must
once and for all stop
Rezzoch the Ancient,
Destructor of Worlds,
from descending
upon our dimension.
But their journey is
sidetracked when
they are swept up by
the Mallusk, an
enormous centipede
monster carrying the
world's largest
shopping mall on its
back. On board, the
kids discover a
thriving monster
society: Mallusk City!
There, they
encounter old
allies-as well as old
foes, who are ruling
over Mallusk City
with an iron fist.
Beating these bad
guys in battle is not
an option, but
beating them in an
election is... so Jack
runs for mayor of
Mallusk City! At first,
proving his
leadership skills just
means shaking

Leopardstar knows
her destiny is to save
RiverClan from
destruction, so as
the rise of
ThunderClan deputy
Tigerstar shatters
peace among the
clans, Leopardstar
must decide what
kind of leader she will
be!



monster hands,
kissing monster
babies, and
promising to fill the
water fountains with
strawberry Nesquik.
But when the Mallusk
falls under attack,
Jack must learn how
to be a true
leader-before it's too
late. Told in a mixture
of text and
black-and-white
illustration, this is the
perfect series for any
kid who's ever
dreamed of starring
in their own comic
book or video game"

"Narwhal and Jelly
become the coolest
teachers in the world
wide waters in the
hilarious sixth book
of this blockbuster
graphic novel series!
Dive into four new
stories about
Narwhal and Jelly
becoming substitute
teachers! The two
best friends come
across an
enthusiastic school
of fish one morning.
Unfortunately, Mr.
Blowfish, their
teacher, has come
down with a cold, and
class will have to be
cancelled . . . until
Professor Knowell
(Narwhal) and Super
Teacher (Jelly)
volunteer to help out!
The first subject is
Wa�ematics, in
which Narwhal and
Jelly calculate the
number of wa�es

Fourteen-year-old
mermaid princess
Lana reluctantly
visits her mother on
land for the Royal
Festival after her
mermaid-father
appoints her a royal
ambassador, but
when an earthquake
strikes back home
and Lana is
forbidden to go back
home, she discovers
nefarious forces may
be at work against
her kingdom.



needed to feed the
class. That's what
we're chalking about!
Next up is a
super-fun science
scavenger hunt,
followed by a game of
"Tag! You're
Awesome!" at recess.
Narwhal's teaching
methods may be
unconventional, but
with Jelly's help, the
two teach (and learn)
with their trademark
positivity and humor.
Before they know it,
the day is over . . . but
what grade will
Narwhal receive from
Jelly?"

"Anais, who has
recently emigrated
from Africa to Maine
with her mother and
young brother, copes
with acclimating
herself to a new
country,
understanding
American culture,
learning English,
figuring out how to fit
in at school, and
moving from motel to
shelter and finally to
a permanent
apartment"

While trying to rescue
her brother's soul
from the spirit world,
eleven-year-old
Pahua discovers that
she is the
reincarnation of a
legendary shaman
warrior.



From bestselling and
award-winning
author Sara
Pennypacker comes
the long-awaited
sequel to Pax; this is
a gorgeously crafted,
utterly compelling
novel about chosen
families and the
healing power of love.

When Silas Bird
wakes in the dead of
night, he watches
powerlessly as three
strangers take his
father away. Silas is
left shaken, scared
and alone, except for
the presence of his
companion,
Mittenwool . . . who
happens to be a
ghost. But then a
mysterious pony
shows up at his door,
and Silas knows what
he has to do. So
begins a perilous
journey to find his
father - a journey
that will connect him
with his past, his
future, and the
unknowable world
around him.

New York Times
bestselling author
Kelly Yang is back
with another
heartwarming and
inspiring story of Mia
and friends! Mia
Tang is going for her
dreams! After years
of hard work, Mia
Tang finally gets to
go on vacation with
her family -- to China!
A total dream come
true! Mia can't wait to
see all her cousins
and grandparents
again, especially her
cousin Shen. As she
roams around
Beijing, witnessing
some of the big
changes China's
going through, Mia
thinks about the
changes in her own

The latest in the New
York Times
bestselling Sunny
series brings Sunny
into a sink-or-swim
summer, where she
needs to float her
first job and dive into
her first
maybe-flirtation.



life, like . . . 1. Lupe's
taking classes at the
high school! And
Mia's own plans to be
a big writer are . . .
stuck. 2. Something
happened with Jason
and Mia has no idea
what to do about it. 3.
New buildings are
popping up all
around the motel,
and small businesses
are disappearing.
Can the Calivista
survive? Buckle up!
Mia is more
determined than ever
to get through the
turbulence, now that
she finally has . . .
room to dream!"

The Southern
Kingdom is in the
grip of Emperor
Seven and his war on
both magic, books,
and learning; even
worse, a malignant
darkness is rising
and threatening
everybody, including
Brystal Evergreen,
who has gathered
allies among the
fairies and other
magical creatures to
confront the threat,
but she is also aware
that the days of her
life are slipping away,
and if she does not
find the Book of
Sorcery in a few
weeks she will die.

Unnerved by the
overgrown forest
near her aunt's house
and the wild black
cats that live there,
Danni encounters a
mean old woman who
claims to be their
owner and makes a
discovery that places
her life in danger.



"With over 1.7 million
copies sold, the
Phoebe and Her
Unicorn book series
for middle-grade
readers is an
immensely popular
and magical word of
unicorns, adventure,
and friendship. The
Phoebe and Her
Unicorn adventures
continue in the latest
installment from
Dana Simpson"

When the annual
migration of
hummingbears, a
source of local pride
and income, dwindles
and no one knows
why, Willodeen,
armed with a magical
birthday gift, speaks
up for the animals
she loves and vows to
uncover this mystery.


